Gorenstein projections play a key role in birational geometry; the typical example is the linear projection of a del Pezzo surface of degree d to one of degree d − 1, but variations on the same idea provide many of the classical and modern birational links between Fano 3-folds. The inverse operation is the Kustin-Miller unprojection theorem, which constructs "more complicated" Gorenstein rings starting from "less complicated" ones (increasing the codimension by 1). We give a clean statement and proof of their theorem, using the adjunction formula for the dualising sheaf in place of their complexes and BuchsbaumEisenbud exactness criterion. Our methods are scheme theoretic and work without any mention of the ambient space. They are thus not restricted to the local situation, and are well adapted to generalisations.
The theorem
Let X = Spec O X be a Gorenstein local scheme and I ⊂ O X an ideal sheaf defining a subscheme D = V (I) ⊂ X that is also Gorenstein and has codimension 1 in X. We assume that all schemes are Noetherian. We do not assume anything else about the singularities of X and D, although an important case in applications is when X is normal and D a Weil divisor. Section 2 contains examples.
The adjunction formula (compare [R] , Appendix to Section 2) gives
To calculate the Ext, we Hom the exact sequence 0 → I → O X → O D → 0 into ω X , giving the usual adjunction exact sequence 0 → ω X → Hom(I, ω X )
We only choose generators for ease of notation here. The ideal defining Y could be written Sf − s(f ) f ∈ I .
The construction is independent of s: the only choice in Lemma 1.1 is s → us + hi with u, h ∈ O X and u a unit, which just gives the affine linear coordinate change S → uS + h in A 1 X .
(3) The total ring of fractions K(X) is defined as S −1 O X where S is the set of non-zerodivisors, that is, the complement of the associated primes P i ∈ Ass O X . Then s : I → J is multiplication by an invertible rational function in K(X). For I contains a regular element w (in fact depth I = codim D = 1, by [M] , Theorem 17.4), and s(w)/w ∈ K(X) is independent of the choice of w, because 0 = s(w 1 w 2 − w 2 w 1 ) = w 1 s(w 2 ) − w 2 s(w 1 ) for w 1 , w 2 ∈ I. If X is normal then D and N are both divisors, with div s = N − D. More generally, set n = dim X; then (a) says that dim N ≤ n − 1, and (b) says that dim N = n − 1 (and has no embedded primes).
Proof As we have just said, I contains a regular element w ∈ O X . Then v = s(w) ∈ J is again regular (obvious), and (a) follows.
(b) follows from (a) and
Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 1.5: for (1.3) below gives n − 1 ≤ depth O X /J < n = dim X.
For a direct proof of (b), note first that vI = wJ. We prove that every element of Ass(O X /vI) = Ass(O X /wJ) is a codimension 1 prime; the lemma follows, since Ass(O X /J) = Ass(wO X /wJ) ⊂ Ass(O X /wJ). Clearly,
For any P ∈ Ass(I/vI), choose x ∈ I with P = (vI : x) = Ann(x ∈ I/vI). One sees that
Since every associated prime of O X /vO X has codimension 1, this gives 
Proof
Step 1 We first prove that
under the assumption that s : I → J is an isomorphism.
Thus the constant terms in the b i don't contribute to the sum b i (Sf i − g i ), which proves (1.1).
The natural projection
, and (1.1) calculates the kernel. This gives the following exact diagram:
The first part of the theorem follows by the Snake Lemma. Since s is a non-zerodivisor and
Step 2 To prove that N is Cohen-Macaulay, recall that
for M a finite O X -module over a local ring O X with residue field k = O X /m (see [M] , Theorem 16.7). We have two exact sequences
By assumption, O X and O X /I are Cohen-Macaulay, therefore
and the Ext long exact sequence of (1.2) gives also
Step 3 We prove that ω N ∼ = O N by running the argument of Lemma 1.1 in reverse. Recall that Hom(I, ω X ) is generated by two elements i, s, where i is a given basis element of ω X viewed as a submodule ω X ⊂ Hom(I, ω X ), and s is our isomorphism I → J ⊂ ω X . We write j for the same basis element of ω X viewed as a submodule of Hom(J, ω X ), and t = s −1 : J → I ⊂ ω X for the inverse isomorphism. Now s : I → J induces a dual isomorphism
which is defined by s * (ϕ)(v) = ϕ(s(v)) for ϕ : J → ω X . By our definitions, clearly s * (j) = s and s * (t) = i. Since s * is an isomorphism, it follows that Hom(J, ω X ) is generated by t and j. Therefore the adjunction exact sequence
This completes the proof that O N is Gorenstein, and hence the proof of Theorem 1.5. QED
Our original argument
We worked out the above slick proof of Step 3 by untangling the following essentially equivalent argument, which may be more to the taste of some readers. We set up the following exact commutative diagram:
The first column is just the definition of O D . The second column is the identification of O X with ω X composed with the adjunction formula for ω D . The first row is the multiplication s : I → J composed with the definition of O N . To make the first square commute, the map s 2 must be defined by
We identify its cokernel L below. The first two rows induce the map s 3 . Since s 2 takes 1 ∈ O X to s ∈ Hom(I, ω X ), it follows that s 3 takes 1 ∈ O D to s ∈ ω D as in Lemma 1.1, and therefore s 3 is an isomorphism. Now the second row is naturally identified with the adjunction sequence
The point is just that s : I ∼ = J, and s 2 is the composite
by its definition in (1.4). The Snake Lemma now gives
Therefore, as before, N is Gorenstein.
Kustin and Miller's argument
We paraphrase the argument of [KM] for completeness. In addition to our usual assumptions, suppose that everything is contained in an ambient local scheme A, with O X and O D of finite projective dimension over O A (for example, because A is regular). Suppose that codim A X = d and
Then the usual properties of resolutions give a map of complexes
Then the tail-end of the complexes gives
As we have done, Kustin and Miller introduce a new indeterminate S, and write out new equations Sf i = g i . This gives a new ambient space
, and prove it is a resolution of I Y by arguments based on the Buchsbaum-Eisenbud criterion [BE] .
To check that their construction is the same as ours, take the dual of (1.6), note that ω X = coker
A little thought shows that the dual diagram induces a map f i → g i from (f i ) = I X,D ⊂ O X to ω X that provides the second generator of Hom(I, ω X ) as in Lemma 1.1.
The advantage of their method is that it gives in theory the complex resolving the new ideal. On the other hand, while it is trivial to say that the map of complexes (1.5) exists, it is hard to calculate, except in the simplest examples (compare 2.7 below and [P] ). Our construction identifies the final and most important vertical map in (1.5) as a Poincaré residue, and thus as a "determinant", which we can hope to calculate birationally without knowing the finer details of the "matrix" that gave rise to it. (From a philosophical point of view, this is the whole point of the canonical class!) 2 Applications
The affine case
Consider first the geometry of the affine graph: the morphism π : Y → X is the graph of s. The locus D \ N , where s has a pole, disappears off "to infinity" on Y , whereas N \ D becomes the principal divisor s = 0. The intersection D ∩ N is the locus of indeterminacy of s, and Y contains an affine line bundle over it.
Example: nodal curve
The example X = nodal curve, D = reduced node is very instructive; set X : (x 2 − y 2 = 0) and D : (x = y = 0). Then s = x/y is an automorphism of I = J = m, and Y → X is an affine blowup, with an exceptional A 1 over the node. (The affine line in question is the projectivised of the 2-dimensional vector space Hom O X (m, m) ⊗ k, with the identity element deleted.) This example shows that Remark 1.3, (4) does not hold without the assumption that D and N are Weil divisors.
Simplest example
We discuss a case that has many consequences in birational geometry, even though the algebra itself is very simple. Consider the generic equations X : (Bx − Ay = 0) and D : (x = y = 0) (2.1) defining a hypersurface X containing a codimension 2 complete intersection D in some as yet unspecified ambient space. The unprojection variable is
We can view s as a rational function on X, or as an isomorphism from (x, y) to (A, B) in O X . The unprojection is the codimension two complete intersection Y : (sx = A, sy = B).
For example, take P 3 as ambient space, with x, y linear forms defining a line D, and A, B general quadratic forms. See 2.4 for the standard trick to make our local construction work also in the projective set-up. Then s has degree 1 from (2.2), and the equations describe the contraction of a line on a nonsingular cubic surface to the point P s = (0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 1) ∈ P 4 on a del Pezzo surface of degree 4. It is the inverse of the linear projection Y X from P s , eliminating s. But the equations are of course much more general. The only assumptions are that x, y and Bx−Ay are regular sequences in the ambient space. For example, if A, B vanish along D, so that X is singular there, then Y contains the plane x = y = 0 as an exceptional component lying over D (as in 2.2). Note that, in any case, Y has codimension 2 and is nonsingular at P .
The same rather trivial algebra lies behind the quadratic involutions of Fano 3-folds constructed in [CPR] , 4.4-4.9. For example, consider the general weighted hypersurface of degree 5
with coordinates x 0 , . . . , x 3 , y. The coordinate point P y = (0 : · · · : 1) is a Veronese cone singularity 1 2 (1, 1, 1). The anticanonical model of the blowup of P y is obtained by eliminating y and adjoining z = x 0 y instead, thus passing to the hypersurface
The 3-fold Z 6 contains the plane x 0 = z = 0, the exceptional P 2 of the blowup. Writing its equation as z(z + a 3 ) + x 0 b 5 gives y =
, and puts the birational relation between X 5 and Z 6 into the generic form (2.1-2.2). In fact Z 6 is the "midpoint" of the construction of the birational involution of X 5 . The construction continues by setting y ′ =
z , thus unprojecting a different plane x 0 = z + a 3 = 0. For details, consult [CPR] , 4.4-4.9. See [CM] for a related use of the same algebra, to somewhat surprising effect.
Projective case
The cases of 2.3 are typical of our applications of unprojection to biregular and birational geometry. Although we developed the theory for local rings in Section 1, it applies at once to projective varieties (schemes) via the standard philosophy of Zariski and Serre summarised in the slogan "graded is a particular case of local" (the coherent half of Grothendieck's "Lefschetz principle", see [G] , esp. Chapters I-V). We sketch briefly what we need.
Our graded rings R are graded in positive degrees, with R 0 = k a field, and with R finitely generated over k. The associated local ring R m is R localised at the maximal ideal m = n>0 R n . The principle says that coherent cohomology of sheaves on X can be treated in terms of local cohomology H i m (M ) of modules over R m at m. In particular, Cohen-Macaulay and Gorenstein have equivalent treatments in terms of the geometry of the projective scheme X or the local cohomology of R m . Geometrically, Spec R is the affine cone over X = Proj R, and we localise at the origin (0) = V (m); this replaces the projective variety by a small neighbourhood of the vertex of its affine cone (together with its grading).
Let I ⊂ R be a graded ideal of codimension 1. We suppose that R and R/I are Gorenstein and write X = Proj R and D = Proj R/I. Then D ⊂ X are projectively Gorenstein schemes. Write ω X = O X (k X ) and Remark 2.5 We need the assumption deg s = k X −k D > 0 in order that the unprojection ring is still graded in positive degrees. It is interesting to note that it also has the effect of making D have "negative self-intersection". If D is a Cartier divisor on X then of course
However, even if D ⊂ Sing X, so that it is not even a Weil divisor, the difference ω X |D ⊗ ω −1 D provides a usuable notion of self-intersection class of D. Compare [CFHR] 3.1-3.2 for a discussion of this idea.
Exercise 2.6 The humane treatement of the combinatorics of the graded ring R(X, O X (1)) is in terms of its Poincaré series P X (t) = n≥0 P n (X)t n , where P n (X) = h 0 (X, O X (n)) (see for example Altınok [A1] ). If X, D and Y are as above, prove that
2.7 Cases already in the literature [KM] and [KM1] contain many examples of unprojections in commutative algebra. The following case (already in [KM0] ) is probably the simplest: let A = a ij be a generic 3 × 4 matrix and x = (x 1 , . . . , x 4 ) a 4 × 1 column vector. Write q i = a ij x j ; these are 3 generic linear combinations of a regular sequence of length 4. Then D : (x j = 0) is a codimension 4 complete intersection, and X : (q i = 0) a codimension 3 complete intersection containing D. The unprojection of D in X consists of introducing a new indeterminate s and writing out the equations
That is, sx i equals ± the 3 × 3 minor det A i obtained by deleting the ith row of A. These equations are of course familiar from Cramer's rule. In this case, the complexes L • and M • of (1.5) are Koszul complexes, and the vertical arrows are successive wedges of A. Equations (2.3) give one of the simplest formats of Gorenstein rings in codimension 4, with a 7 × 12 resolution (7 relations, 12 syzygies). For example: X ⊂ P 6 a K3 surface given as a complete intersection of 3 quadrics, containing a line D. The unprojection contracts D to an ordinary node of a K3 surface Y ⊂ P(1 7 , 2) with ideal defined by (2.3).
It is quite curious that the format (2.3) occurs very rarely in nature, possibly because it does not have a grading with all generators of degree 1. For example, the canonical ring R(X, K X ) of a regular surface of general type with p g = 5, K 2 = 11 has Hilbert series P X (t) given by
so a first hope is that X ⊂ P(1 5 , 2 2 ) could be defined by 6 relations in degree 3, and 1 relation in degree 4, yoked by 12 syzygies in degree 5. In fact, for geometric reasons, the two generators y 1 , y 2 of degree 2 must occur in 3 degree 4 relations y 2 1 = · · · , etc., so that the resolution must be at least 9 × 16.
In contrast, rings with 9 × 16 resolutions are ubiquitous, and we know a couple of hundred cases. Most of the families of K3s and Fano 3-folds in codimension 4 studied in Altınok [A] (more than a hundred of them; see also [R2] ) are unprojections in weighted projective space. Their rings almost invariably have 9×16 resolutions. There is a vaguely formulated (but strongly documented) conjecture that rings with 9×16 resolutions fall into 2 standard families, bearing a family resemblance to the Segre embeddings of P 2 ×P 2 and P 1 ×P 1 ×P 1 . (See [P] for details of the families as unprojections.)
Gorenstein projections and discrepancy
When we project a del Pezzo surface Y of degree d ≥ 2 to another X of degree d − 1, the original surface satisfies K Y = −H, the blowup Y → Y introduces a −1-curve E of discrepancy 1, so that K Y = − H + E, and the projection morphism Y → X is given by H − E = −K Y . Thus the condition that both X and Y are both projectively Gorenstein (here, anticanonically polarised) involves an implicit discrepancy calculation. We avoid a formal definition of Gorenstein projection (except in the simplest case given below), because the notion makes sense at many different levels of generality. We only explain briefly the point about discrepancy for the reader versed in 3-folds.
Consider a projectively Gorenstein variety Y, H with K Y = kH, a point blowup σ : Y → Y extracting a divisor E with discrepancy a, with a new divisor H = H − mE that defines a small contraction ϕ : Y → X with ϕ(E) = D ⊂ X. Suppose that also K X = kH X ; then because Y → X is small, also K Y = k H, and
For Fano 3-folds, k = −1, and the basic operation in [CPR] is the Kawamata blowup of a quotient singularity 1 r (1, a, r−a), which satisfies a = m = 1 r . For Y a K3 surface with Du Val singularities, k = 0, and any crepant blowup (that is, with a = 0) may lead to a Gorenstein projection (and does so provided that H − mE is still nef and big). Another interesting case is a canonically embedded regular surface Y with (say) a simple elliptic singularity. Then k = 1, a = −1, and the linear projection may be a Gorenstein projection; this type of blowup decreases p a Y by 1, and K 2 Y by the degree of the singularity, and appears in various forms in many constructions of algebraic surfaces of general type.
We give a temporary definition to serve as a converse to Theorem 1.5. Say that Y X is a Gorenstein projection of Type I if σ : Y → Y is a point extraction with exceptional divisor E, and ϕ : Y → X a small birational morphism with D ⊂ X, and such that X and D are both projectively Gorenstein. In this case X, D satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1.5, and the unprojection leads back to Y . Necessary conditions for this to hold are the restriction (2.4) on the discrepancy of the blowup, and the surjectivity of the restriction maps H 0 ( Y , n H) → H 0 (E, n H |E ) (needed in order for D to be projectively normal).
More general D
Finally, our construction has natural generalisations: the exceptional divisor D ⊂ X of a Gorenstein projection is not restricted to being projectively Gorenstein. For example, Fano's construction of his 3-folds V 2g−2 ⊂ P g+1 for g ≥ 6 involves projections Y X from a line, giving rise to the exceptional locus D ⊂ X a cubic scroll. Alessio Corti observed that the inverse map can be treated by a generalisation of our method: to unproject D, we need to take two generators of Hom(I D , ω X ) of degree 1, that map down to a basis of ω D (2), the ruling of the scroll. (He also carried out in some detail the algebraic calculation of the anticanonical ring of Y in these terms.)
In the weighted projective case, it can happen that ω D ∼ = O D (k D ), but D is not projectively normal. For example, consider the following method for constructing Fano 3-folds: let D be a weighted projective plane P(1, b 1 , b 2 ) (for some small values of b 1 , b 2 ), birationally embedded as a projectively nonnormal surface in some P 4 (1, a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) . A Fano hypersurface X d with mild singularities can contain D, and then D can be contracted in X to a terminal singularity in a Fano 3-fold Y by an unprojection.
Thus D can sometimes be unprojected even though it is not Gorenstein, for example because it is not normal. Arguing locally as in Section 1, suppose that D is a divisor in a normal Gorenstein variety X, that D is nonnormal, but its normalisation map D → D is an isomorphism in codimension 1, and such that D is Gorenstein. For example, D could be A 2 with the subscheme (x 2 = y = 0) pinched to a point, or A 3 with the x-axis glued to itself by x → −x. Since ω D = ω D , it is generated by a single element s as a module over the normalisation O D . Thus Hom(I D , ω X ) contains a generator s mapping to the basis s ∈ ω D . From the birational point of view, s has a pole along D, so its graph sends D off to a point at infinity. Thus adjoining s unprojects D in a variety Y 0 . We believe that the normalisation Y → Y 0 is a Gorenstein variety. In this case, the algebraic presentation of the unprojection ring O Y is of course much more complicated, and only worked out in special cases. The normalisation amounts to taking a few extra generators s 0 = s, s 1 , . . . , s k ∈ Hom(I D , ω X ), corresponding to generators of ω D over O D (rather than O D ), and adjoining these to O X . The case we understand is discussed in [CPR] , 7.3; see also the corresponding discussion in [CM] . We believe that the unprojection ring O X [s 0 , . . . , s k ] can still be defined by linear relations only, essentially coming from the presentation of ω D over O D .
